Middle Country Public Library

Virtual Storytime

Art!

For Children 3rd to 5th Grade

Check Out These Fun Reads:

Ish

They All Saw a Cat

by Peter Reynolds
Available via
Overdrive and Hoopla

by Brendan Wenzel
Available via Overdrive

Snap
by Hazel Hutchins
Available via Tumble Books

Art’s Supplies

The Dot

by Chris Tougas
Available via TumbleBooks

by Peter Reynolds
Available via Tumble Books

Suggested Enrichments:

Sing-a-Longs and Finger-Play
The Paintbrush on the Paper
(Sung to the tune of The Wheels on the Bus)
(Do the motions of each activity as you sing)
The paintbrush on the paper goes swish swish swish,
swish swish swish, swish swish swish.
The paintbrush on the paper goes swish swish swish,
All day long.
The pencil on the paper goes scratch scratch scratch,
scratch scratch scratch, scratch scratch scratch.
The pencil on the paper goes scratch scratch scratch,
All day long.
The crayon on the paper goes scribble scribble scribble,
scribble scribble scribble, scribble scribble scribble.
The crayon on the paper goes scribble scribble scribble,
All day long.
The clay on the table goes squish squish squish,
squish squish squish, squish squish squish.
The clay on the table goes squish squish squish,
All day long.

I Know the Colors
(Draw a quick sketch of each object)
I know the colors for painting fun.
Green like grass and yellow sun.
An orange pumpkin and white snow.
A red rose and a black crow.
Blue like a mailbox, brown like an ape.
A pink pig and some purple grapes.

This is the Way
(Sung to the tune of Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush)
(Do the motions for each activity as you sing)
This is the way we stir the paint, stir the paint, stir the paint.
This is the way we stir the paint, so early in the morning.
This is the way we dip our brush, dip our brush, dip our brush.
This is the way we dip our brush, so early in the morning.
This is the way we frame our picture, frame
our picture, frame our picture.
This is the way we frame our picture, so early in morning.

Take a tour of the
Van Gogh Art Museum

Explore:

Check out these super
cool Optical Illusions

The Art of Sand Video
from Nat Geo

Space Art Video
from Nat Geo

Draw:
Have fun drawing with author/illustrator Mo Willems
(one episode each week):Lunchtime Doodles with Mo
Check out Author/illustrator Jarrett J. Krosoczka’s
fun drawing videos:Draw Every Day with JJK

Create:

Floating Chalk Prints
Materials:
A few pieces of different colored
chalk
Popsicle stick or plastic knife
for scraping chalk
Tray or shallow basin to put water
in
1 sheet of paper

Procedure:
1. Add water to the tray. An inch and a half of water is enough.
2. Scrape chalk directly over the water in the tray.
3. When the surface of water is covered with chalk, place paper onto
the surface of water. Do not submerge it.
4. Gently lift one corner and pull paper toward you.
5. Hold paper over the tray and let excess water to drip off.
6. Lay your paper flat to dry.
7. Once it is dry you can display your floating chalk impressionist
masterpiece!
8. If you want to, you can draw in some objects such as trees, flowers,
boats, etc.
See picture below. This step is optional!

